Developing Software to “Track and Catch” Missed Follow-up of Abnormal Test Results in a Complex Sociotechnical Environment
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Summary
Background: Abnormal test results do not always receive timely follow-up, even when providers are notified through electronic health record (EHR)-based alerts. High workload, alert fatigue, and other demands on attention disrupt a provider’s prospective memory for tasks required to initiate follow-up. Thus, EHR-based tracking and reminding functionalities are needed to improve follow-up.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to develop a decision-support software prototype enabling individual and system-wide tracking of abnormal test result alerts lacking follow-up, and to conduct formative evaluations, including usability testing.

Methods: We developed a working prototype software system, the Alert Watch And Response Engine (AWARE), to detect abnormal test result alerts lacking documented follow-up, and to present context-specific reminders to providers. Development and testing took place within the VA’s EHR and focused on four cancer-related abnormal test results. Design concepts emphasized mitigating the effects of high workload and alert fatigue while being minimally intrusive. We conducted a multifaceted formative evaluation of the software, addressing fit within the larger socio-technical system. Evaluations included usability testing with the prototype and interview questions about organizational and workflow factors. Participants included 23 physicians, 9 clinical information technology specialists, and 8 quality/safety managers.

Results: Evaluation results indicated that our software prototype fit within the technical environment and clinical workflow, and physicians were able to use it successfully. Quality/safety managers reported that the tool would be useful in future quality assurance activities to detect patients who lack documented follow-up. Additionally, we successfully installed the software on the local facility’s “test” EHR system, thus demonstrating technical compatibility.

Conclusion: To address the factors involved in missed test results, we developed a software prototype to account for technical, usability, organizational, and workflow needs. Our evaluation has shown the feasibility of the prototype as a means of facilitating better follow-up for cancer-related abnormal test results.
1. Background

Improving the timeliness of abnormal test result follow-up is a significant challenge for clinical informatics [1, 2]. Notifying providers of abnormal findings via electronic health record (EHR)-based alerts is insufficient because notification is no guarantee of follow-up. In previous work involving 2,500 asynchronous alerts related to abnormal laboratory and imaging results, we found that 7% of laboratory and 8% of imaging result alerts lacked timely follow-up at 4 weeks [3, 4], even in cases with explicit acknowledgement of the notification by the recipient. Such lapses could lead to diagnosis and treatment delays, which can have serious implications [5, 6], especially for cancer, which often benefits from early diagnosis and treatment [7].

Missed or delayed follow-up of abnormal test results is a multifaceted safety issue that occurs within the complex “sociotechnical” system of healthcare, involving interactions between technical and human elements, such as work processes and organizational factors [8–12]. The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) uses an EHR called VistA, also known by its front-end component CPRS (Computerized Patient Record System). Similar to other EHRs, VistA automatically generates notifications in response to abnormal laboratory or radiology results. These notifications are transmitted to a receiving inbox, called the “ViewAlert” window in CPRS. This inbox is visible after logging-in to the EHR, and when switching between patient records. In principle, a provider would see an alert, open it up to read it, make a care planning decision based on the results, place orders, and document the care plan. However, successful follow-up of an abnormal test result relies on many processes, involving various human and technical resources [13, 14]. Factors thought to contribute to missed results include information overload from all types of alerts [15], other competing demands on a provider's attention and memory, handoffs and coordination challenges [16, 17], and system limitations related to tracking. Consequently, any intervention intended to improve follow-up must address these factors as well as the dimensions of the encompassing sociotechnical system [11, 18, 19], such as human-computer interaction, workflow, personnel, and organizational context [20].

2. Objectives

To address the aforementioned issues, we developed and evaluated a functional prototype of a multifaceted software system for cognitive support for providers to reduce missed test results. We focused on abnormal test result alerts related to four types of cancers: colorectal, lung, breast, and prostate. A facility can use the tool on other types of asynchronous alerts, bearing in mind that use should be part of a quality improvement process, and targeted only on a small set of alerts that have high risk of missed or delayed follow-up with significant clinical consequences. The software is designed for CPRS, but the design concept is exportable to other EHRs.

2.1 Rationale and Design Goals

Providers manage multiple patients at one time and receive alerts related to many patients in their inbox, thus creating a high burden on the providers’ “prospective” memory, the cognitive process involved in remembering an intention to perform a task in the future [21]. The need for multitasking and the presence of frequent interruptions [22, 23] further strain prospective memory [24]. Simply communicating alerts, such as what most EHRs do, does not necessarily support prospective memory. In CPRS, alerts remain in the ViewAlert window until they are opened to view, or until a facility-specified time limit is reached (usually 14 or 30 days). Because alerts no longer appear after being viewed, they cannot serve as external memory aids [24–26]. Simultaneously, there are concerns about the high number of alerts received, including large numbers of alerts that are not considered important by the providers [20, 27–29], all of which contributes to “alert fatigue” [30] ignoring of alerts [31], and poor situation awareness [32]. Our prototype is designed to supplement (not replace) the ViewAlert window, helping to mitigate the challenges posed by the pressures of multitasking and alert fatigue.
Within the VA, revisions to the CPRS software code are managed at higher VA levels, owing to national implications for more than 200,000 users and over 8 million veterans (i.e., patients). Thus, in order to be successful, field-based innovations, such as this one, need to limit software coding changes and related interdependencies within the software code. This potentially reduces the extent of testing needed pre-and post-implementation and facilitates adoption of the solution across different VA facilities.

In order to address this in a multifaceted sociotechnical context, we intended the functional prototype design to meet the following goals, many of which were conceived based on previous research findings: [1, 3, 4, 27–29, 33–37]

1. Mitigate strain on providers’ prospective memory by serving as an external memory aid to track the need for follow-up and when necessary, remind providers.
2. Facilitate the process of ordering appropriate follow-up by minimizing provider effort.
3. Minimize provider interruptions and maximize compatibility with provider workflow.
4. Minimize changes to the underlying VistA/CPRS code to minimize conflicts with existing versions of VistA/CPRS and facilitate testing and adoption across the VA system.
5. Address the technical, organizational, and policy constraints of the complex sociotechnical system, such that the Information Technology (IT) staff can configure and maintain it within the facility policies.
6. Achieve high-reliability follow-up by tracking missed alerts at the clinic or facility level and supporting identification of patients with test results still requiring interventions to facilitate timely follow-up.

Thus, the sociotechnical dimensions to be addressed include software usability, technical compatibility, and fit with clinical workflow and organization.

3. Methods

To address these goals, we used a development and formative evaluation process that involved iterative testing and refinement with stakeholders representing different roles. The core team was comprised of: clinician and informatician field-based researchers, VA contract usability professionals with expertise in health IT, and VA contract programmers with expertise in VistA/CPRS. This latter expertise was also essential to achieve design goal 4 (minimization of VistA/CPRS code changes). Participants included VA primary care providers, quality and safety managers, and clinical IT specialists who were responsible for EHR configuration and maintenance regarding clinical content, including alerts, which was the focus of design goal 5. The development and evaluation project started in late 2010 and continued to the end of 2011.

The prototype software system called AWARE (Alert Watch And Response Engine) has two components. The first component is designed to provide cognitive support to busy providers in initiating follow-up (the Reminder Prompt), while the second component is designed to support the detection of alerts that likely did not receive any follow-up (the Quality Improvement Tool).

3.1 AWARE Software

3.1.1 Reminder Prompt

Figure 1 depicts the actions of the Reminder Prompt. Based on previous evidence on diagnostic delays [38–42], we included four types of high-risk high-priority outpatient alerts: abnormal chest imaging, positive fecal occult blood test (FOBT), abnormal mammogram, and abnormal prostate specific antigen (PSA). When the provider attempts to exit the patient’s chart, the Reminder Prompt software first checks whether the patient has one of these alerts, and whether the alert is assigned to the viewing provider. It then analyzes structured data in the documentation to see if the provider has already placed any orders for appropriate follow-up actions for that alert. This series of checks helps minimize intrusion (design goal 3). Based on these checks, the provider may be presented with a Reminder Prompt pop-up (Figure 2). This reminder serves to support information processing via distributed cognition [43] and aids the provider’s prospective memory [44] (design goal 1).
The provider can postpone addressing the follow-up by selecting the “Close and Address Later” button which will keep the alert in the provider’s ViewAlert inbox as opposed to it disappearing, which is what happens in CPRS currently. This helps maximize fit with workflow (design goal 3). While the alert is still active, the software performs the same checks each time the provider exits the patient’s chart. If the provider chooses the “Address Now” button, he or she is prompted to select an “encounter and progress note title” with which to associate a follow-up action, and is then presented with a window containing follow-up action options specific to the particular alert type (➤ Figure 3). Based on the provider’s selections, a template-based progress note and selected orders are automatically generated for review, edits and signature, thus facilitating documentation and order entry (design goal 2). Additionally, the status of the alert is changed to “completed” which stops the pop-up from appearing again, and keeps the alert from being put back in the ViewAlerts inbox.

The list of follow-up actions for each type of abnormal result was based on a review of the literature and expert consensus. However, this list is customizable at the facility-level, enabling the software to be adapted to different practice patterns. Furthermore, the prompt was designed to include a free-text field and additional structured fields for situations when follow-up actions might not be warranted, which allows more flexibility. See ➤ Figure 3.

3.1.2 Quality Improvement (QI) Tool
The QI Tool contains a database that stores information on alerts generated from the VistA alert tracking file and from follow-up actions generated from the AWARE Reminder Prompt. The QI Tool can generate reports for displaying transmitted alerts by provider, patient, time-frame, and/or alert type to facilitate system quality measurement. Users can sort and filter data and obtain more information on specific alerts, providers, or patients. For example, at periodic intervals, the user could identify patients for whom no follow-up has been detected (thus supporting design goal 6, identification of cases still requiring intervention). The QI Tool dashboard is a prototype interface that provides an overview and navigation support [45] for risk analysis and detection of patients without follow-up (➤ Figure 4).

3.2 Software Evaluation
Throughout the software development process, we conducted formative evaluations to assess the software on various sociotechnical dimensions related to the design goals – the technical fit of the software within the VistA/CPRS platform, the software usability, and its compatibility with the workflow and the organization. See ➤ Table I.

3.2.1 Study Participants
We recruited a total of 40 participants. The 23 providers (15 residents and 8 staff physicians, all with both outpatient and inpatient experience) participated in the evaluation of the Reminder Prompt. The 17 non-physician participants evaluated the QI Tool. This group included 9 clinical IT (Information Technology) specialists, of whom 6 had clinical backgrounds, 2 had technical backgrounds, and 1 had both. Their responsibilities included the configuration of alerts, turning alerts on and off for providers, detecting and managing problems with alerts, and constructing templates and reports. Additionally, there were 8 quality/safety managers, consisting of 3 Patient Safety Managers, 2 clinical service chiefs, 2 performance and quality coordinators, and 1 chief of quality management, all of whom were involved with facility-level quality and safety activities.

3.2.2 Usability and Fit with Workflow and Organization
Each participant took part in an approximately 1 hour session, involving both semi-structured interview questions, and a usability test. For the physicians, the session focused on the Reminder Prompt. For the clinical IT and quality/safety managers, the session focused on the QI Tool. The interviews and usability tests were conducted by a team of experienced usability professionals following a scripted protocol.

For half of the staff physicians, and almost all of the clinical IT specialists and the quality/safety managers, remote interviewing and usability testing was performed, with the participant accessing the prototype remotely from their own home or office computer, using computer audio or speaker-
phone to converse with the usability specialist. For all of the residents, and the rest of the other participants, the interviewing and usability testing took place in a conference room at the local VA medical center, with the usability specialist present. In both situations, the participant was video- and audio-recorded, and the computer screen was video-captured.

Usability testing of the Reminder Prompt and the QI Tool was conducted using scenarios designed to identify potential usability problems [46, 47]. The tool was loaded onto a test copy of the VistA/CPRS EHR populated with artificial data. Participants were asked to think-aloud [48] as they performed a small set of tasks using the functional prototype. Comments about the tool were captured. Additionally, two human factors experts individually performed heuristic evaluations [46, 49] by walking through each step in the use of the tool and reviewing it according to established usability heuristics [50], afterwards collaborating to arrive at a consensus.

Usability testing of the Reminder Prompt was conducted with residents and staff physicians. Providers performed tasks that involved acknowledging alerts, accessing patients' charts in VistA/CPRS, responding to the appearance of the Pop-up, and addressing follow-up needs with the Reminder Prompt template. For example, one task involved the participant acknowledging an abnormal alert, but requiring exiting the chart prior to ordering follow-up. The AWARE Pop-up appeared, and the participant responded to it and to the Reminder Prompt, using it to input the follow-up order.

To provide context and enable the clinical IT specialists and quality/safety managers to learn about the components of the software to be used by providers, they were shown and given the opportunity to interact with the Reminder Prompt prior to the usability testing of the QI Tool. The usability tasks for the QI Tool involved generating database reports for particular types of alerts for a specified time frame, as well as finding specific information within generated tables. For example, one task was: "Please find out how many total alerts were delivered to providers at the (City) VA Medical Center during the month of December 2010. Of those alerts, how many went unacknowledged by the providers?" Interview questions addressed both the usability of the software, and the potential fit of the software within the larger sociotechnical system, particularly with the workflow and the organizational dimensions. Background questions were asked before the usability test. An example question asked of providers was: "Please explain the process you go through when managing your alerts." An example question asked of clinical IT specialists and quality/safety managers was: "Can you tell me a little about your daily responsibilities?"

After the usability test, we asked participants about their impressions of the software and its potential impact on their work. For example, "How much time do you think this process [the Reminder Prompt] would add to the time you spend working with patient records?" We asked the clinical IT specialists about the tasks involved in configuring and managing the Reminder Prompt and how they envisioned using the QI Tool. For example: "How do you see [the QI Tool] affecting your role, positively or negatively?" Additionally, we asked the quality/safety managers about how they would use the QI Tool. For example: "How might you use this tool to look at issues related to risk of patients not getting timely follow-up to abnormal alerts?"

### 3.2.3 Installation

In order to ensure that the Reminder Prompt could run on a full scale VistA/CPRS EHR with real medical records, it was installed on a non-production (testing/development) copy of VistA/CPRS populated with real but de-identified data.

### 3.2.4 Analysis

Using the recordings, the set of responses for each interview question were reviewed by the usability team to identify patterns. Each participant's response was then categorized, and categories were aggregated. Additionally, other comments and "think aloud" verbalizations from the usability testing were reviewed, and items pertinent to tool's usability or fit with workflow or organization were noted. The initial findings were reviewed with the multidisciplinary research team to provide a secondary check on interpretation, particularly from the perspective of physicians, and from clinical IT and safety/quality perspectives.

Observations of performance on the usability tasks, along with verbalizations and impressions from participants, were used to identify problems with the usability of the software.
Analysis of the installation involved checking if the software correctly responded to patient records with and without test alerts lacking the corresponding follow-up orders. Additionally, a debriefing session was conducted with the IT staff to identify areas for improvement regarding the installation and configuration process.

4. Results

4.1 Usability

The usability testing of the Reminder Prompt indicated that many providers (11, 48%) experienced some confusion when using the tool for the first time. Most of the confusion was related to the wording on the Pop-up, which was identified as the primary source of confusion by 6 (26%) provider. One specific problem was using "Proceed" to label the Pop-up button responsible for advancing to the Reminder Prompt template. This conveyed to one provider that clicking the button would proceed with closing the chart. Using this information, the button label was revised to "Address Now." Other problems identified included that the text on the pop-up did not successfully explain the reason why the Pop-up appeared, and instructions provided were not specific enough to assist in choosing a note template. The text was modified to include this information.

No problems affecting task performance were observed with the Reminder Prompt template. However, the heuristic evaluation of the Reminder Prompt identified terminology inconsistencies and a layout issue that could lead to misinterpretation of a text field. These issues have been addressed via layout and wording changes.

The main usability problems identified for the QI Tool concerned navigation between and within screens. For example, 100% of the clinical IT specialists and quality/safety managers (17) expected to be able to drill down into hyperlinked data cells to obtain more detail, which was not consistently supported by the tested version of the QI Tool. The heuristic review of the QI Tool identified issues with the graphical formatting of the reports, the need for better navigation support, and an inconsistency in how date ranges are defined (compared to other tools in CPRS). Changes to navigation and formatting in the QI Tool have been made in response to these findings.

4.2 Fit with Workflow and Organization

Providers felt the Reminder Prompt would be useful, 100% of those responding said yes to the question "Do you think this feature would help you manage alerts?" However, 11 (48%) estimated that the tool would increase the amount of time it took to process alerts, compared to 8 (35%) who estimated that it would take the same or less time with the tool active.

Specific features of interest included the ability of the tool to generate a semi-automated note documenting orders and the ability to enter contraindications to future work-up. Both residents and staff physicians commented that the tool would be more useful for the outpatient rather than inpatient setting because multiple providers are generally monitoring hospitalized patients’ conditions and test results daily. Members of both groups initially expressed concern about the small number of options for follow-up actions in the Reminder Prompt for abnormal chest-x ray alerts, given the wide range of possibilities for those alerts.

The quality/safety managers and the clinical IT specialists saw utility in the QI Tool. When asked about what benefits this tool might provide, 100% of participants indicated patient safety benefits from monitoring. The quality/safety managers, and especially the three Patient Safety Managers, saw the QI Tool as being particularly useful for their roles, more so than the clinical IT specialists. The quality/safety managers saw their roles as including the analysis of data to find and manage unacknowledged alerts, to identify trends, and to investigate alert-related patient safety issues. They emphasized the utility of actionable information where someone could intervene to prevent missed or delayed follow-up. On the other hand, the clinical IT specialists envisioned using the QI Tool primarily to obtain details on specific alert instances for purposes of trouble-shooting. They indicated that their role in supporting the Reminder Prompt would primarily be to customize and create new reminder dialogues and train and support providers.
4.3 Installation

Despite differences between the version of VistA/CPRS used during development and the version of VistA/CPRS being run at the facility, the clinical IT team and the programmers were able to run the Reminder Prompt on the full-scale, testing/development copy of VistA/CPRS. It operated successfully, including detecting the test alerts that lacked follow-up actions.

5. Discussion

The design of our software system addresses several features that have been proposed for reliable test result follow-up [51]. Our development and evaluation process took into account multiple sociotechnical factors involved with missed test results (technical, usability, and fit with workflow and organization), and incorporated input from key user- and stakeholder-groups (resident and staff physicians, clinical IT specialists, and quality/safety managers). The evaluation has shown that the prototype design is efficacious in detecting specific cancer-related abnormal test results lacking follow-up, presenting reminder notifications to providers, and enabling providers to enter orders for follow-up actions or other appropriate responses. Results suggest that this is a feasible design strategy for helping to reduce missed or delayed follow-up of certain high-risk abnormal test results. The six design goals are discussed below:

5.1 Support prospective memory

The Reminder Prompt can facilitate the follow-up of abnormal alerts by serving as an external prospective memory [21]. It provides an automated tracking system to serve as a back-up to protect patients from the risk of missed or delayed follow-up by directing the attention of the provider to an omission that would otherwise go undetected.

5.2 Facilitate follow-up:

Under conditions when the provider is too busy or distracted to make follow-up orders in response to an abnormal test result, no additional action is needed from the provider in order for the software tool to keep track of the need for follow-up. This has advantages over solutions that require the provider to actively set up future reminders [52]. Participants agreed that the software could help providers manage alerts and contribute to patient safety.

Because the Reminder Prompt pop-up appears when the provider is already within the specific patient’s chart, this information is provided just-in-time and facilitates generation of orders and notes at the point of care. Usability testing showed that providers will be able to use the tool to respond with follow-up actions. An important design element for supporting successful performance is including information on the pop-up about the reason for the notification, and what to do next.

5.3 Minimize burden:

The prototype minimizes provider burden by appearing only when the provider receives one of the important alerts and no recommended follow-up action had been ordered by the time of chart exit. Thus, the Reminder Prompt serves specifically as a critiquing system [53] and avoids influencing the decisions [54] of providers who might have already ordered follow-up actions. Moreover, this timing is least disruptive because the provider would have just completed other tasks [55] related to that patient.

The free text field in the template ensures that unanticipated situations can be accommodated [43]. Additionally, the “Address Later” button on the pop-up makes it easy for the provider to defer responding until a more convenient time without the risk of losing the alert, a significant advantage over the current EHR functionality. Nonetheless, many providers anticipated that they would take more time processing alerts with this software present.
5.4 Minimize technical dependencies:

Because of the status of VistA as mission-critical legacy software, and the need for careful control over VistA modifications, our field-based software innovation was designed to minimize the required changes to the underlying VistA/CPRS software code. Furthermore, the successful installation of the software on a full-scale copy of a large VA’s VistA/CPRS EHR demonstrates that the software system fits with the hardware and software dimensions of the larger sociotechnical system.

5.5 Fit with organization and workflow:

By addressing the needs of the different types of users [56] in the formative evaluation, we were able to make sure the Reminder Prompt and the QI Tool accommodated the workflow of these various stakeholders and the organizational structure of the facility. We were able to check that clinical IT specialists would be able to manage technical support tasks (i.e., configuration and maintenance). We also found that monitoring for alerts lacking follow-up (a potential main use of the QI Tool) is more of a patient safety function than a clinical IT function. Through the involvement of providers, we learned that the software fit better with outpatient than inpatient care, and that implementing a template for imaging results could be more challenging than for laboratory test results.

5.6 Additional safety through test result follow-up at facility level:

Even with the Reminder Prompt system, there are still ways that an abnormal test result may not be addressed in a timely manner. For example, an over-burdened provider may fail to respond to the Reminder Prompt or may not access the patient’s chart again, or alerts might not be sent to the correct provider (such as with trainees who have rotated to another service). Quality/safety managers using the QI Tool could serve as independent monitors that could still detect gaps in test result follow-up, and initiate an escalation process if necessary. Furthermore, the tool can help quality/safety managers identify patterns in the management of alerts of different types, for different clinics or teams, and from different time frames. However, usability testing showed that adequate navigation methods are important for supporting this exploration and identification of patterns. Identifying such patterns could foster a better understanding of what factors in the facility lead to risks of missed or delayed follow-up. Thus, safety is reinforced at multiple organizational levels, i.e., at the provider, clinic/team and facility levels, avoiding the problems of ineffective redundancy in systems safety [57]. The Reminder Prompt captures information from the providers through a task that reduces memory demands and facilitates placing orders, while the QI Tool combines that information with other data to support the needs of the quality/safety managers. In this way AWARE avoids the problem of burdening providers with data entry tasks for administrative purposes [58].

Thus, AWARE could potentially help providers avoid missed test results by providing support for prospective memory and situation awareness [32], while also accounting for the side-effects and limitations of the reminder functionality itself.

6. Limitations

6.1 Limitations of Prototype Design

The software does not have the ability to detect contraindications or follow-up actions documented in free-text notes, so the Reminder Prompt might appear unnecessarily at times. As such, the software is intended only for a small number of high-risk high-priority alerts and thus we expect these situations to occur infrequently. The Reminder Prompt may never be triggered, such as when the assigned provider or trainee is no longer at the facility. However, the QI Tool will still capture the lack of documented follow-up on the alert, enabling safety/quality personnel to respond. Additionally, follow-up action orders may be placed but not fulfilled; however, tracking these downstream events is beyond the scope of this tool.
6.2 Study Limitations and Next Steps

Because the software is not currently at a stage where it can be installed on an in-use production EHR system, our evaluation was only able to collect data on how the tool is most likely to be used and its fit with workflow, and was unable to assess actual real-world use, or follow-up rate outcomes. Our research on the organizational fit of the software system was done in the VA system, potentially limiting its generalizability. However, not only are many other EHR systems beginning to notify providers of abnormal test results through the EHR, but early experiences in commercial EHRs are showing similar cognitive support problems [59] that led us to design this tool. Thus, the design goals we have followed could offer useful lessons to them.

Next steps involve getting the software to the state where it can be tested in clinical-use at a facility. An important part of implementing AWARE in a facility will be the use of the QI Tool to monitor the performance of the Reminder Prompt, using the data to optimally configure which alerts for which providers at which time periods, in order to further reduce unnecessary intrusions while simultaneously improving rates of timely follow-up for targeted results. Thus, the Reminder Prompt is not a stand-alone solution, but part of a quality improvement process supported by the QI Tool.

7. Conclusions

Our field-based informatics research led to the development and evaluation of a novel functional prototype system to improve safety of abnormal test follow-up in EHR systems. The problem-specific Reminder Prompt supports the provider’s prospective memory while minimizing additional reminder burden and disruptions. Furthermore, in recognition of the limitations of the notification system and that of the overburdened providers who deal with hundreds of test results per week [5], AWARE’s QI Tool supports other members of the organization in detecting patients at risk of missed abnormal test results.

Clinical Relevance

Previous research on follow-up for abnormal test results found 7–8% lacked timely follow-up [3, 4], which can lead to treatment delays with potential negative consequences, especially for cancer [5, 6]. This work demonstrates a feasible solution for the problem of providers having difficulty keeping track of important abnormal tests results in need of follow-up.
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Fig. 1  Process for checking for follow-up and launching reminder prompt.

Fig. 2  Pop-up for reminder prompt for abnormal chest radiograph.
Fig. 3  Reminder prompt template for abnormal chest radiograph.
Fig. 4 QI tool dashboard and sample report.
### Table 1  Design goals and corresponding formative evaluation elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design goal</th>
<th>Evaluation Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Support prospective memory</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Facilitate follow-up</td>
<td>Reminder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Minimize burden</td>
<td>Prompt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Minimize technical dependencies</td>
<td>Usability test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Fit with organization and workflow</td>
<td>Installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Additional safety through test result follow-up at facility level</td>
<td>QI Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usability test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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